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Summary:
The Mexican ambassador to Czechoslovakia says in this telegram that Czechoslovakia repudiates the
United States' blockade of Cuba, declares its support for Cuba, and supports the declaration by the
Soviet delegate at the Security Council.
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TRANSLATION OF CODED TELEGRAM
PROCEDURAL COPY
Number 2557
Prague, 29 October 1962
RELACIONCES MEXICO
104. - Continuing on from my 98. Panic purchases [meant that] the population ran out of existing
basic food supplies. Last Thursday ordered demonstrations were carried out against the United
States of America and in solidarity with Cuba in front of the embassies of those countries. [The]
Czechoslovakian government declaration that I enclosed in my air oficio number 540 and [a]
speech pronounced on Friday by [Czechoslovak] Foreign Minister [Vaclav] David, both [of which
had] violent tone and terms, described [the] American attitude [as] irresponsible hysteria and
warmongering and [a] piratical act that constitutes [an] infringement without precedent [in the]
internal affairs [of a] free Latin American country, [an] act that threatens aggression in violation [of
the] United Nations Charter, against freedom of the seas and international law. Czechoslovakia
repudiates [the] blockade, declared its support [for] Cuba, and supports [the] declaration [by the]
Soviet delegate [at the] Security Council. Last Saturday [the] Czechoslovak Foreign Minister
returned American notes relating to [the] blockade. [The] Communist Party organ [Rudé Právo]
today conceptualized [the] determination of Prime Minister Khrushchev [to] dismantle bases under
assurances that Cuba is not invaded as another step [of the] Soviet Government to liquidate
conflict [and] threats [to] world peace.
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